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Introduction
Is it possible for early childhood teachers to provide young children with oppor-

tunities to play and still meet standards? The answer is a resounding “Yes!” Teach-

ers in early childhood programs can incorporate play into the curriculum and still 

meet Head Start Outcomes and state standards for early learning.

Teachers of young children know that children learn through active involvement. 

Integrated thematic units and in-depth projects are appropriate approaches for 

teaching young children. Early childhood teachers understand that play is one 

of the ways young children learn about the world. Play actively involves children 

in consolidating their understanding of experiences, and can be an integral 

component of integrated thematic units and projects.

This book provides early childhood teachers with 15 literacy play centers that 

can be incorporated into thematic units of study appropriate for young children. 

The topics of study can lay the foundation for the curriculum for an entire school 

year. The experiences provided in each literacy play center build on children’s 

emerging understanding of literacy, mathematics, and their community. 

Children develop phonemic awareness in meaningful contexts while they are 

involved in the literacy play centers. They are introduced to the letters of the alpha-

bet, letter sounds, rhyming words, and syllables as they learn about a variety of businesses in the commu-

nity. Children also develop book-handling skills and concepts of print as they engage in meaningful reading 

and writing activities. 

Number and shape recognition, classification, one-to-one correspondence, graph creation and inter-

pretation, and counting are also incorporated into the literacy play centers. Young children use money, 

seriate (arrange) materials by common attributes, and are involved in estimation.

Students develop an understanding of grocery stores, shoe stores, post offices, doctors’ offices, and 

other community businesses as they role-play using real and pretend props in the literacy play centers. 

Social skills of cooperation, negotiation, and sharing emerge while children play and interact in the 

various centers.
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Each literacy play center is designed to be used independently and includes goals and objectives, in 

addition to detailed procedures for implementation. There are also lists of props and suggested print and 

writing materials needed for the centers. Each literacy play center includes a list of children’s literature 

appropriate to that center, as well as suggestions for storing the props and literacy materials. 

The literacy play centers are presented in a sequence that can be implemented beginning in Septem-

ber. The first center is Grocery Store since most children have had previous experiences shopping for 

groceries. The centers progress from places children are most familiar with to those where they may have 

limited experiences. A Literacy Play Center Chart (see page 22) provides a sequence for implementing 

the centers, as well as the skills developed and the assessments used in each center.

Each literacy play center builds on knowledge and skills addressed in previous centers. The knowledge 

and skills are sequenced based on children’s emerging literacy and their developing understanding of 

mathematical concepts and knowledge of the community. The sequence of literacy skills is shown in 

an index that indicates where letters, sounds, and words are introduced and reinforced. A second index 

shows the specific math skills addressed in each center. 

The final section of the book explains the importance of embedding assessment into the curriculum. A 

variety of developmentally appropriate assessment instruments are provided. These instruments can be 

used by the teacher to assess and monitor children’s literacy progress throughout the year. Based on the 

assessment results, teachers can adapt the curriculum to meet the individual needs of children. 

Teachers have found literacy play centers to be highly effective in supporting children’s emergent  

literacy, math concepts, and social skills. Play is the way young children learn.
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Planning and Preparation
Successful use of literacy play centers requires careful planning and preparation. It is essential to allow suffi-

cient time in the daily schedule so that children will have a large block of uninterrupted time to play in the 

center. Allot at least thirty minutes a day, three days a week.

After establishing the daily schedule, the next step is to select a location in the classroom for a center. The 

type of literacy play center will influence the location. The Florist Shop, for example, requires sunlight for the 

plants that children will be growing, while the Fast-Food Restaurant, Pizza Restaurant, and Bakery need to 

be located near the Housekeeping center.

Once the location has been selected, evaluate existing furniture, props, and materials to determine what 

can be used in the center. Read the list of suggested props and materials provided in this book for each 

center. Check off what items are available and decide which props and materials you will need to obtain 

or create. Incorporate large pieces of classroom furniture within the centers. Use tables as store counters 

or exam tables for doctor or veterinary offices. Incorporate furniture from the Housekeeping center into 

a restaurant (Fast-Food or Pizza). Use existing shelves in the Grocery Store or Shoe Store. Include small 

cubbies as mail slots for the Post Office and for storing the safe-deposit boxes for the Bank. 

You can use blocks, plastic foods, plastic containers, and manipulatives in various literacy play centers. 

Designate blocks as the lumber for the Home Improvement Store, use plastic food in the Pizza Restaurant 

or Grocery Store, and incorporate plastic containers into the Veterinary Office. You may need to modify or 

adapt some material. The creative use of existing furniture and materials is only limited by your imagination 

and your students’ imagination.

Additional sources of props and materials include families, community resources, and the Internet. Families 

may be able to provide generic materials as well as materials related to specific literacy play themes. At the 

beginning of the year, a letter can be sent to families asking them to save and send in empty paper-roll tubes, 

empty cans, and plastic trays. These generic items can then be incorporated into many different themes.

Families can also contribute items for specific literacy play centers. Old shoes, shoe boxes, shoelaces, and 

shoe polish can be sent in for the Shoe Store. Families may have old bolts, washers, screws, tape measures, 

and rulers to contribute to a Home Improvement Store. Encourage donations of empty cereal and cracker 

boxes, and milk and egg cartons for the Grocery Store. Inform families of the need for items for literacy 

play centers. Providing suggestions for possible contributions while encouraging families to think about 

additional items to contribute may extend the literacy play centers in unexpected ways. You can use the 

letter on page 155 to request materials or include requests for materials in your monthly newsletter.
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Many community stores and agencies are willing to donate materials to educational programs. If they 

are unable to donate materials, many stores will offer discount prices. Restaurants will often donate place 

mats, cups, paper plates, and napkins with their logos on them. Take-out food containers and paper bags 

are additional items that may be obtained from restaurants. Home improvement centers may donate 

scrap lumber and small pieces of leftover plastic pipe. They may be willing to provide carpet squares and 

wallpaper samples or wallpaper books. It is important to allow sufficient time for the stores and agencies 

to collect or save the materials requested.

Appliance boxes and other large cardboard boxes can be obtained from appliance and/or home 

improvement stores as well as grocery stores. Since many of these stores now collapse the boxes and 

recycle them, it will be necessary to ask the store manager to save the boxes and make arrangements to 

pick them up on a specific day.

For the first three centers, you will probably be collecting, assembling, and arranging most of the props 

and materials. Once children have experience in the literacy play centers, they can help organize and 

arrange future centers.

Children can also help create props to be used in the centers. They can paint large boxes with tempera 

paint if you draw the outlines with markers. They can draw and paint scenery and create labels and signs. 

When children are involved in creating the props and center, they have a sense of ownership and are 

more likely to be excited about playing in the center. 

In addition to family and community resources, the Internet is a valuable source. Using a search engine 

(Google, Yahoo, AltaVista, etc.), you can locate and print images to use on word cards, charts, finger plays, 

and signs. Environmental print can be downloaded, printed, and displayed. Songs, finger plays, books, 

ideas, and lesson plans for themes are widely available on the Internet.

In addition to the furniture and props needed in the centers, you must also acquire literacy materials to 

use. Children’s literature should be an integral part of literacy play centers. Use fiction and nonfiction 

children’s literature with every center. Select books most appropriate for children in your classroom. This 

requires you to read a variety of books associated with the theme. Libraries have a wealth of books you 

can borrow. If a library does not have a book available, interlibrary loans are possible. The time necessary 

to obtain books through interlibrary loan varies with the library and book requested. Therefore, begin 

your search for books in sufficient time to obtain the desired texts.

Other print materials that should be placed in the literacy play center include pamphlets, magazines, 

flyers, and brochures. These can be obtained from local businesses and offices.
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Create print specific to each center. Incorporate a classroom word wall with the literacy play centers. A word 

wall is a place in the classroom where you display words (Cunningham, 2004). Each center will have specific 

vocabulary associated with the theme. Build a word 

wall in your classroom by dividing an area into 26 

spaces and placing both uppercase and lowercase 

forms of each letter in alphabetical order (Bauer, 

Walcavich, and Nipps, 2006). Allow enough room 

under each letter to display several word cards. 

As each center is introduced and used, add new 

words to the word wall. Leave the words from each 

center on the word wall throughout the year.

Words for the centers are in boldface in the 

instructions for each center. Make several copies 

of your own word cards on paper or index cards. 

Additional word cards for the centers, based on 

children’s interests, can be added. All word cards 

should contain a rebus to help emergent readers 

identify the word. Include environmental print for word cards when possible. Laminate or use clear 

contact paper on the word cards to make them durable. Then, place them on the word wall. 

In addition to word cards, create two name cards for each child in the program. Place one set of name 

cards on the word wall. The remaining name cards will be used in various ways in the literacy play centers. 

Children can use them as models to create their own name tags. They can also use them to select a role to 

play in the center. 

Include numerous types of charts in the different centers. These may be written on chart paper or poster 

board. Purchase a pocket chart to work with index cards, sentence strips, or card stock cut to create 

various text props. 

Incorporate finger plays, poems, and songs related to the theme. Create rebus charts of the finger plays, 

poems, and songs provided in this book to use with children. Leave a space between the lines when 

writing the text. Write key words from the text on individual cards so children can match word cards  

to the words on the chart. Use the charted finger plays, poems, and songs repeatedly during the time  

the literacy play center is in operation. The more exposure children have to written words, the more 

meaningful they become.



Download pictures of people working for each role needed in a literacy play center. Then, place these 

pictures next to each word naming a role. A picture of a cashier next to the word cashier would be one 

of the roles in the Grocery Store.

Creating role charts for each center provides a means for children to select the role they will play. Role 

charts help children remember the various jobs involved in the theme of the literacy play center and will 

reduce or eliminate confusion and disagreements among children.

Other charts that convey information relevant to the theme support literacy development. In the Florist 

Shop, a chart showing a variety of labeled flower arrangements, such as a Valentine Bouquet or the parts 

of a plant chart, provide meaningful written materials for children to use. The Veterinary Office can have 

a chart of pets with each animal labeled. 

Every center will require signs unique to the theme. There will, however, be some signs that can be used 

in most centers, such as Enter, Exit, Open, and Closed. Determine the signs necessary and appropriate for 

each literacy play center. Many of the signs for the centers in this book have been suggested. There may 

be additional signs that you decide to incorporate. Laminate or cover all signs in the instructions with 

contact paper to make them durable. Include pictures on every sign to support children’s reading. 

The time and effort to make the literacy elements durable will benefit you in the long run. You will find 

that after the initial development of a literacy play center, preparation will decrease when the center is 

used again. 
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Preparing Children
It is critical that children have concrete experiences to build background knowledge to facilitate their 

play. One of the best ways to accomplish this is through field trips. Arrange to take children on a field trip 

to locations associated with the literacy play centers. If a field trip is not feasible, the next best experi-

ence is to invite people from the community into the classroom. Imagine the excitement and learning 

as children visit a postal worker or interact with a veterinarian in the classroom. Once this foundation is 

established, you can provide experiences to expand children’s concepts. 

Careful preparation for field trips or visitors is necessary. Determine what children should learn from 

these experiences. Discuss this information with the individual(s) involved in the field trip or classroom 

visit and decide how best to accomplish this.

Develop rules with children for participation in the centers by conducting a group meeting. The rules 

established should be generic in order to address any literacy play center setup in the room. Any rules 

specific to a particular center can be addressed when the center is introduced to children.  

Initiate a discussion about appropriate behavior while playing in the centers. Help children create rules. 

All rules should be stated in positive terms to help children focus on acceptable behaviors rather than 

negative behaviors. Establish a limited number of rules. Generally, create no more than five rules and 

address broad expectations. Suggested rules include:

Sign up for a role. 

Be kind and cooperate with your friends.

Use the materials carefully.

Use indoor voices.

Put all materials away where they belong when done playing.

Write the rules on a chart and post it next to the center. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.




